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Abstract
The plurality problem is a game between two participants: Paul and Carole. We are given n balls,
each of them is colored with one out of c colors. At any step of the game, Paul chooses two balls and
asks whether they are of the same color, whereupon Carole answers yes or no. The game ends when
Paul either produces a ball a of the plurality color (meaning that the number of balls colored like a
exceeds those of the other colors), or when Paul states that there is no plurality. How many questions
Lc(n) does Paul have to ask in the worst case?
For c = 2, the problem is equivalent to the well-known majority problem which has already been
solved (Combinatorica 11 (1991) 383–387). In this paperwe show that 3n/2−2L3(n)5n/3−
2.Moreover, for any cn, we show that surprisingly the naive algorithm for the plurality problem is
asymptotically optimal.
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The plurality problem can be stated as a game between two players: Paul and Carole.
There are n balls, each of them colored with one out of c colors. The plurality color is the
color that has been used the most, i.e., such that the balls colored with it strictly outnumber
the balls of any other color. A plurality ball is any ball colored with the plurality color (see
Fig. 1a). Note that a plurality color (and ball) not always exists (see Fig. 1b).
At any step of the game, Paul chooses two balls and asks whether they are of the same
color, whereupon Carole answers yes or no. The game ends when Paul either produces a
ball of the plurality color, or when Paul states that there is no plurality. Howmany questions
Lc(n) does Paul have to ask in the worst case?
This problem is a generalization of the well-knownmajority problem, a classical problem
in Combinatorial Search [1], in which we are given n balls and two colors, e.g., white and
black. The aim is to produce a ball of the majority color (meaning that the number of
balls with that color is strictly greater than that of the other color), or to state that there is
no majority (this happens when there is the same number of white and black balls). The
majority problem asks to determine how many questions Paul needs in the worst case. It is
straightforward to observe that the plurality problem with two colors is equivalent to the
majority problem (see Fig. 1c).
This kind of problems ﬁnds several interesting applications in the ﬁeld of fault diagnosis
of multiprocessor systems introduced in [10].
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1.1. Previous work
Themajority problemwas ﬁrst solved by Saks andWerman [11], laterAlonso et al. [6] and
Wiener [12] gave different proofs. The elegant combinatorial result is thatL2(n) = n−(n)
questions are necessary and sufﬁcient in the worst case, where (n) denotes the number of
1’s in the binary representation of n. Alonso et al. [7] also gave the solution for the average
case.
Aigner [2,3] introduced several variants and generalizations of the majority problem. In
particular, in the (n, k)-majority game Paul must exhibit a k-majority ball z (that is, there
are at least k balls colored like z), or declare there is no k-majority. De Marco and Pelc [8]
considered randomized solutions for the majority problem in the more general case when
the balls correspond to the nodes of an undirected graph and the comparisons can only
be made between adjacent nodes (of course, the problem reduces to the original majority
problem on the complete graph). Fisher and Salzberg [9] studied themajority problemwhen
the number of colors is any integer up to n. In this case the majority color is the color such
that there are at least n/2 + 1 balls of that color. Observe that if a majority ball exists,
then this is also a plurality ball; while a plurality ball might exist when there is no majority
ball. They solved the problem by showing that 3n/2 − 2 comparisons are sufﬁcient and
necessary.
As for the plurality problem, it seems to be surprisingly difﬁcult: while it is mentioned in
the 1997Alonso et al. paper, no results were known, even for the case of 3 colors. Therefore,











is the total number of distinct comparisons which, of course,
allows to determine the number of balls for each color. On the other hand, if a comparison
is omitted, and hence two balls a and b are never compared, when Carole always gives “no”
answers, Paul is not able to distinguish the case when there are exactly n balls colored with
n distinct colors (no plurality) from the case when n−2 balls are colored with n−2 distinct
colors and a and b are colored with the (n− 1)-th color (a and b are plurality balls). Hence,
the current knowledge about the problem can be depicted as follows:






where the inequalities are obvious.
1.2. Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we give some notation and present a naive algorithm that basically makes
all the possible comparisons avoiding redundancy. The algorithm uses O(cn) comparisons
in the worst case. In Section 3, we consider the plurality problem with 3 colors. We exhibit
an algorithm that solves the problem using 5n/3 − 2 comparisons in the worst case. On
the other hand, we show that any algorithm that correctly determines the plurality must
use at least 3n/2 − 2 comparisons. Note that it was not previously known that n+ O(1)
comparisons would not sufﬁce. Finally, in Section 4 we show the surprising result that the
naive algorithm is asymptotically optimal, by giving an (cn) lower bound on the number
of comparisons, for any 2cn.
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2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we use the following notation. A comparison between two balls a
and b, is denoted a : b. The outcome of a comparison (the answer given by Carole) might
be YES or NO.We say that Paul wins when the game ends and he gives the correct solution.
A color class is a set of balls having the same color.
Let us start with a naive algorithm for the plurality problem for c colors, where 2cn.
The algorithm uses O(cn) comparisons. Surprisingly, in Section 4 we will show that this
asymptotic bound cannot be improved. The algorithm is very simple: Paul makes all the
possible comparisons, avoiding redundancy.
Namely, the algorithm consists of a sequence of at most c − 1 steps. At any step i,
1 i < c, a new ball is handled and the correspondent color class Ci is determined.
Initialization: Set S be the set of balls and C0 = ∅.
Step i (for 1 i < c): Let R = S \ (C0 ∪ · · · ∪ Ci−1). Paul handles any ball b ∈ R, if
it exists. In this step, the following comparisons are made: b : b′, for all b′ ∈ R \ {b}.
Set Ci = {a : a and b have the same color}.
At the end of any step a new color class is determined. Therefore, at the end, Paul knows
all the color classes, and hence he can give the correct solution. In order to count the total
number of comparisons, it is sufﬁcient to observe that there are at most c− 1 steps and that
during the i-th step at most n − i comparisons are made. Therefore, the algorithm uses at
most
∑c−1
i=1 (n− i) = O(cn) comparisons.
3. Three colors
In this section we consider the plurality problem with 3 colors. We show that Paul has a
strategy that uses no more than 5n/3 − 2 comparisons to solve the problem. On the other
hand, we prove that any algorithm that correctly determines the plurality must use at least
3n/2 − 2 comparisons.
3.1. The upper bound
Theorem 3.1. We have L3(n) 53 n− 2, for n2.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. This is clear for n3, so let us assume n4. Paul
arranges the balls b1, . . . , bn and compares them one by one according to Phase I.
Phase I: The phase consists of a sequence of states. Every state Si (after bi has been
handled) is inductively described by a vector (ki, i, mi), where kiimi are the color
classes cardinalities. For i1, let ri = n − i be the number of the remaining balls (those
that have not been involved in any comparison yet) and set ti = ri − (ki − i − 1). The
phase ends at state Si , for i1, when one of the following conditions arises:
(A) ki = i = mi ;
(B) ti = 0;
(C) ti = 1.
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(Note that (A) and (B) cannot arise together, as well as (B) and (C). Moreover, if (A) and
(C) hold, then i = n.)
Condition (A) simply says that the three color classes have the same cardinality. The
problem can, thus, be reduced to the same problem with smaller size (n−3ki) and Paul can
use induction.
The special cases when ti = 0, 1 give a precise indication on the plurality and Paul can
handle them easily.
Claim 1. Paul has a strategy such that at every state Si of Phase I, the following conditions
hold:
(i) kiimi ;
(ii) a representative ball Ki, Li of the two largest classes ki, i is known (if not empty);
(iii) the number Ti of comparisons up to (and including) Si is less than or equal to 2ki +
i + 2mi − 2.
Proof. Proof by induction. After the ﬁrst ball has been handled, S1 = (1, 0, 0), T1 =
02 · 1+ 0 · 1+ 0 · 1− 2,K1 = b1 and L1 is unknown as the class is empty. Let 1 i < n.
SupposeKi andLi are the representatives of ki and i , respectively and that bi+1 is handled.
Conditions (i) and (ii) are clearly preserved if Paul uses the following strategy.




if YES Si+1 = (ki, i + 1,mi),
if NO bi+1 : Ki
{
if YES Si+1 = (ki + 1, i, mi),
if NO Si+1 = (ki, i, mi + 1).
If ki > i = mi :
bi+1 : Ki
{
if YES Si+1 = (ki + 1, i, i),
if NO Si+1 = (ki, i + 1, i), Li+1 = bi+1.




if YES Si+1 = (ki + 1, ki, mi),
if NO bi+1 : Li


if YES Si+1 = (ki + 1, ki, mi),
Ki+1 = bi+1, Li+1 = Ki,
if NO Si+1 = (ki, ki, mi + 1).
Unless differently stated Ki+1 = Ki and Li+1 = Li .
As for condition (iii), observe that Ti+1 is equal to Ti plus one or two, according to the
number of comparisons Paul did. The proof follows by induction.
Let, for example, ki > i > mi and assume bi+1 has the same color ofLi , so that Si+1 =
(ki, i + 1,mi). Then Ti+1 = Ti + 12ki + i + 2mi − 1 = 2ki + (i + 1)+ 2mi − 2 =
2ki+1 + i+1 + 2mi+1 − 2. All the other cases can be proven analogously. 
Claim 2. One of (A)–(C) eventually occurs.
Proof. At state S1, we have t1 = n− 13 as k1 = 1, 1 = 0 and n4. Every time a ball
is handled ti changes by 0,−1 or −2. In fact ti+1 − ti = −1− (ki+1 − ki)+ (i+1 − i)
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and only the cardinality of exactly one of the three color classes is increased by one. If (A)
does not occur, when i = n then tn = n− kn+11 and hence (B) or (C) must occur. 
Let (k, ,m) be the state at the end of Phase I, with K and L representatives of the two
largest color classes (if not empty), r remaining balls, t = r − (k − − 1) and
T  2k + + 2m− 2, (1)
n = k + +m+ r. (2)
Phase II: Paul acts differently depending on how Phase I ended.
Case 1: Condition (A) occurred ﬁrst. This means that k =  = m and that the total
number of comparisons done in Phase I is T 5k − 2, by (1).
If r = 0, then there are no remaining balls and Paul learned that the three color classes
have the same cardinality. Paul wins the game stating there is no plurality. Hence, as k = n/3
concerning the total number of comparisons we have
L3(n)T 5k − 2 = 53n− 2.
If r = 1, then Paul wins the game showing the remaining ball as the plurality ball. In this
case, k = (n− 1)/3 and therefore
L3(n)T 5k − 2 = 53n− 113 .
If r2 the plurality among the n balls is the plurality among the r = n − 3k remaining
balls. As 2r < n, by induction, Paul wins the game using 5r/3 − 2 extra comparisons.
Hence
L3(n)T + 5r3 − 25k − 2+
5(n− 3k)
3
− 2 = 5n
3
− 4.
Case 2:Condition (B) occurred ﬁrst. Paul wins the game claiming thatK is of the plurality
color. In fact, t = r − (k− − 1) = 0 means k = + r + 1 and even if all remaining balls
have the same color as L, there still is one more ball colored as K. Hence K is the plurality
color.
To count the number of comparisons used by Paul observe that by (2),
k = + r + 1 = + n− k − −m+ 1 = n− k −m+ 1
and
3k = k + (+ r + 1)+m+ (−m)+ r + 1 = n+ r + (−m)+ 2.
Suppose r = 0, then  > m. Because if  = m, then the terminal state is (k, k−1, k−1) and
thus the previous state was either (k−1, k−1, k−1) and the game would have ﬁnished by
(A), or (k, k−1, k−2) and the game would have ﬁnished by (C). Hence max{r, −m}1,
and so 3kn+ 3 implying kn/3+ 1.
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It follows that
L3(n)T  2k + + 2m− 2 by (1)
= 2n− − 2r − 2 by (2)
= 2n− (+ r + 1)− r − 1
= 2n− k − r − 1 because t = 0
 5n/3− r − 2 because kn/3+ 1.
Case 3: Condition (C) occurred ﬁrst. We have that t = r − (k − − 1) = 1 if and only
if k = + r and, hence, K is of the plurality color unless all the r remaining balls have the
color of L (or M if  = m) or unless there are no remaining balls.
If r = 0 then k =  > m and the game ends with Paul claiming that there is no plurality.
To bound the total number of comparisons, observe that n = k +  + m = 2k + m < 3k
and hence k > n/3. We have
L3(n)T  3k + 2m− 2
= 2n− k − 2 by (2)
< 5n/3− 2.
If r1, Paul takes a ball R from the remaining balls and compares it to the other r − 1
balls. As soon as Carole answers NO, Paul wins the game claiming K is of plurality color.
If Carole always answers YES then Paul wins using one last comparison.
If  = m:
R : K
{
if YES K is of plurality color,
if NO there is no plurality.
If  > m:
R : L
{
if YES there is no plurality,
if NO K is of plurality color.
Altogether, the total number of comparisons is L3(n)T + r . As n = k +  + m + r =
2k +m < 3k we have k > n/3 and so
L3(n)  T + r
 2k + + 2m− 2+ r by (1)
= 2n− − 2r − 2+ r by (2)
= 2n− k − 2 < 5n/3− 2. 
3.2. The lower bound
For the sake of presentation, we will ﬁrst assume that n is even and then explain how to
derive the same bound also in the case n is odd. Let the three colors be red, blue and green.
Any algorithm used by Paul can be seen as a sequence of steps in which Paul selects a
pair of balls x, y and receives from Carole the answer YES or NO respectively meaning that
x and y are colored with the same color or not.
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During the game, Carole builds a graph H = (V ,E) (Carole’s graph), where each node
in V ⊆ [n] = {1, . . . , n} represents a ball that Paul involved in at least one comparison, and
(x, y) ∈ E if and only if Paul asked to compare x and y, where the edges are labeled with
YES or NO according to the answers Carole gave. The edges of H will be called YES-edges
or NO-edges if they are labeled with YES or NO, respectively. Moreover, by HY and HN
we denote respectively the graph induced by the set EY of YES-edges and the set EN of
NO-edges of H. Assume n is even, unless differently speciﬁed.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A graph H is said to be nice, if it satisﬁes the following properties:
– HN = (S1 ∪ S2, EN) is a bipartite graph, V = S1 ∪ S2, S1 ∩ S2 = ∅;
– |S1|n/2 and |S2|n/2;
– HY has no edge connecting a node x ∈ S1 with a node y ∈ S2.
Let us show by induction that Carole has a strategy such that, at each step of any algorithm
chosen by Paul, Carole’s graph H is nice.
At the beginning of the game, Carole’s graph is empty and thus trivially nice. Therefore,
assume that Carole has a nice graph H = (S1 ∪ S2, E).
Let x, y be the pair of balls selected by Paul at the new step. Carole has to deal with one
of the following cases.
Case 1: x ∈ V and y ∈ [n] \ V . Suppose w.l.o.g. that x ∈ S1. If |S2| < n/2, then Carole
adds y to S2 and answers NO. If |S2| = n/2, then it must be |S1| < n/2. In this case Carole
adds y to S1 and answers YES.
In both cases the new graph H = (V ∪ {y}, E ∪ {(x, y)}) is nice according to the new
partition given by sets S1, S2 ∪ {y} in the former case, and by S1 ∪ {y}, S2 in the latter.
Case 2: x, y ∈ [n] \V . If |S1| < n/2 and |S2| < n/2, Carole adds x to S1 and y to S2 and
answers NO. Otherwise, suppose w.l.o.g., that |S1| = n/2. Then it must be |S2|n/2 − 2
and Carole adds x and y to S2 answering YES.
In both cases the new graphH = (V ∪ {x, y}, E ∪ {(x, y)}) is nice according to the new
partition given by sets S1 ∪ {x}, S2 ∪ {y} in the former case and by S1, S2 ∪ {x, y} in the
latter.
Case 3: x, y ∈ V . If x ∈ S1 and y ∈ S2, then Carole answers NO, otherwise she answers
YES.
Therefore, in any case the new graph H = (V ,E ∪ {(x, y)}) is nice according to the
partition sets S1 and S2.
Since we have shown that Carole has a strategy that allows her to maintain a graph that
is nice, in the following we will always assume that Carole’s graph is nice. Observe that
Carole is always guaranteed that
|EN | max{|S1|, |S2|}. (3)
In fact, any new node inserted in H is inserted with a new NO-edge incident on it, unless
max{|S1|, |S2|} is already n/2.
In the following,wewill say that a nice graph admits a coloring if the coloring is consistent
with the labelling of YES and NO edges.
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Lemma 3.1. Let H = (S1 ∪ S2, E) be Carole’s graph at the end of the game. Paul wins
the game only if S1 and S2 are YES-components of cardinality n/2 each.
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, we will show that if S1 and S2 are notYES-components
of cardinality n/2 each, then whenever Paul claims that there is no plurality, Carole is able
to show thatH admits a coloring having a plurality color. On the other hand, whenever Paul
indicates that u is of plurality color, Carole is able to show thatH admits another coloring in
which u is not of the plurality color. In the following, given a color col ∈ {red, blue, green},
for any u ∈ V , f (u) = col means that u is colored with col and for any set S ⊆ V ,
f (S) = col means that all the balls in S are colored with col.
Assume ﬁrst that min{|S1|, |S2|} = |S1| < n/2. Let V1, V2 ⊆ V be two disjoint sets of
nodes such that V1 ∪ V2 = V \ (S1 ∪ S2) and |Vj | + |Sj | = n/2, for j ∈ {1, 2}. Of course,
|V1| > 0 and |V2|0.
If Paul claims that there is no plurality or if he claims that u ∈ S1 is of the plurality color,
Carole shows the coloring f such that f (S1) = red, f (V1) = blue and f (S2∪V2) = green.
Graph H admits f, but f has a plurality color different from f (u).
If Paul claims that u ∈ S2 is of the plurality color, Carole shows the coloring f such that
f (S1 ∪ V1) = red and f (S2 ∪ V2) = green. It is easy to see that H admits f, but f has no
plurality color.
In any case Paul is wrong.
Therefore, we can assume |S1| = |S2| = n/2. To prove that S1 and S2 have to be YES-
components, we can proceed analogously, assuming there is a third YES-component that
plays the role of V1. 
Theorem 3.2. To solve the plurality problem with 3 colors, Paul needs at least 3n/2 − 2
comparisons in the worst case.
Proof. Let H = (S1 ∪ S2, E) be Carole’s graph at the end of a game Paul won. Then by
Lemma 3.1 S1 and S2 are YES-components of cardinality n/2 each. Thus, the number of
YES-edges in each YES-component is at least n/2 − 1. From (3) it follows that the number
of NO-edges in H is at least n/2.
The number of comparisons used by Paul is the number of edges inH, that is, the number
of edges in HY plus the number of edges in HN , i.e., 3n/2− 2. 
Let us now see how to derive the same lower bound in the case n is odd. When n is odd,
Carole cannot generalize the strategy she used for the case n even by just building a nice
graph in which S1 has cardinality n/2 and S2 has cardinality n/2 (or vice versa). In
fact, once Paul has a YES-component of cardinality n/2, he wins the game by claiming
that the color of the nodes in that YES-component is the plurality color. The point is that
Paul can build a YES-component of n/2 nodes using only 2n/2 = n+ 1 comparisons.
Hence Carole’s strategy has to be slightly modiﬁed. As in the case n even, she builds
a nice graph H where the cardinality of sets S1 and S2 is bounded by n/2. When Paul
involves the last node, say l, in a comparison for the ﬁrst time, Carole puts l in a third set
S3 and answers that the two nodes have different colors. In the sequel, whenever l will be
involved in a comparison, Carole will say that the two nodes have different colors and will
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label all edges incident on l with NN. Such edges are called NN-edges and the set of all
NN-edges is denoted by ENN.
Let H = (S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {l}, E) be Carole’s graph at the end of the game and assume that Si
contains ki YES-components, for i = 1, 2.
It is clear that “no plurality” is always possible by coloring S1 red, S2 blue and l green.
Hence since Paul wins he must be able to exclude the possibility that there is a plurality.
From this we conclude:
1. Node l must be connected to S1 and S2. Otherwise, if e.g., l is not connected to S1,
f (S1 ∪ {l}) = red, f (S2) would be a plurality coloring.
2. If ki3 (i = 1, 2), then l must be connected to every YES-component of Si . Otherwise,
if C ⊆ S1 is a component not connected to l then f (S1 \ C) = red, f (S2) = blue
f (C ∪ {l}) = green would give a blue plurality.
It follows that l is connected by at least ki − 1 edges to Si . With |EN |n/2 (as in the
case when n is even) we have that
L3(n)  |EN | + |EY | + |ENN |n/2 + 2n/2 − k1 − k2 + (k1 + k2 − 2)
= 3n/2 − 2.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2 both for n even and odd.
4. More colors
In this section, we prove that in order to solve the plurality problem with c colors, Paul
needs (cn) questions in the worst case. In view of the naive algorithm of Section 2 this
bound is asymptotically optimal.
We are given c colors. For the sake of presentation, we assume that n is a multiple of c.As
in the lower bound for c = 3, during the game, Carole keeps a graphH = (V ,E) according
to Paul’s questions, where nodes correspond to balls and there is a YES-edge (respectively
a NO-edge) between two nodes if and only if Carole’s answer on these two nodes was yes
(respectively no). As in Section 3.2, a YES-component is a component of H connected only
by YES-edges. Nodes that are not in any YES-component are called singletons.
At the beginning, Carole arranges all n nodes in c disjoint sets, S1, . . . , Sc, with n/c nodes
each. A singleton v ∈ Si is j-movable, for some j = i, if it has no NO-edge towards set
Sj . Sets can be in two different states: marked or unmarked. At the beginning all sets are
unmarked.
Carole uses the following strategy:
Whenever Paul asks for two nodes from different sets, Carole answers NO.
Whenever Paul asks for two nodes x, y from the same set Si :
1. If the set is marked, Carole answers YES.
2. If the set is unmarked:
a. If both nodes belong to YES-components, then Carole answers YES.
b. If each of the two nodes has at least c/2 incident NO-edges, then
Carole answers YES.
c. If there are at least n/5 incident NO-edges in Si , Carole answers YES
and mark Si .
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d. Let x be the node not in the YES-component:
i. If x is j-movable (for some j = i) and in Sj there is an i-movable
node, Carole exchanges the nodes and answers NO.
ii. Otherwise Carole answers YES.
The following fact is straightforward.
Fact 3. BeforeCarole goes through2.d.ii, then in any unmarked set, every node that belongs
to a YES-component has at least c/2 incident NO-edges.
Lemma 4.1. When the game is over, there is no movable node.
Proof. Letx ∈ Sj be an i-movable node.Then the graph admits the following two colorings:
• For i = 1, 2, . . . , c, color set Si with color ci ; this coloring has no plurality.
• Color Si ∪{x}with color ci ; color Sj \{x}with color cj ; color any other set Sh, h = i, j ,
with color ch; this coloring has plurality in Si . 
Lemma 4.2. If there are c/4 marked sets, there are at least cn/40 NO-edges.
Proof. By simple calculation
1
2









Theorem 4.1. To solve the plurality problem with c colors, Paul needs (cn) questions in
the worst case.
Proof. When the game ends, two cases are possible: either (a) Carole never went through
2.d.ii, or (b) Carole did. To prove the theorem, we show that in both cases the number of
NO-edges is (cn).
Case (a): Let m and u be respectively the number of marked and unmarked sets at the
end of the game. We have 0mc and u = c −m.
By Fact 3, every node that belongs to a YES-component has at least c/2 incident NO-
edges. By Lemma 4.1, singletons cannot be movable, hence, each of them must have at
least (c− 1) incident NO-edges. Therefore, in any unmarked set S, ifY denotes the number
of nodes involved in YES-components and N denotes the number of singletons (where
Y +N = n/c), we have that the number of NO-edges incident on S is at least
c
2





















Case (b): Consider the ﬁrst time when Carole goes through 2.d.ii. Let C be the family
of sets Si such that x is i-movable. Since Carole went through 2.d.ii, then the number of
NO-edges incident on x is less than c/2. This implies that |C| > c/2.
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By Lemma 4.2, we can assume that m < c/4. Let C′ be the family of unmarked sets in
C, we have |C′| |C| −m > c/4.
Let s be the number of singletons in C′. As there is no i-movable node in C, then each
singleton in C′ must have a NO-edge towards set Si . Therefore, we have s < n/5, otherwise
Carole would have passed through 2.c.
The number of nodes in C′ that belong to YES-components is at least
# nodes − # singletons |C′| n
c









Hence, recalling Fact 3, the number of NO-edges incident on these sets is at least







5. Conclusion and open problems
In this paper we studied the plurality problem which is a generalization of the well-
known majority problem.We gave the ﬁrst algorithm for this problem with three colors and
an almost matching lower bound.
The ﬁrst natural question left open by this paper is to close the gap between upper and
lower bounds for three colors. Needless to say, it would be very nice to ﬁnd a general optimal
strategy for any number cn of colors.
Asymptotically, we have shown that(cn) questions are necessary and sufﬁcient.As our
(cn) lower bound shows that the naive deterministic algorithm is asymptotically the best
possible, it would be interesting to see if randomization might help.
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